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NITCO 4x4 Driving Training in Tegucigalpa, Honduras

On the 28th and 29th of October, we, Nissan Trading Co., 

Ltd. (NITCO), hosted a training event in Tegucigalpa, 
Honduras, in cooperation with the Nissan local distributor, 
Grupo Q (https://www.nissanhonduras.com). This year’s 
training was more focused on the off road driving, divided 
into two separate sessions in two days –

Day 1, Theoretical session: At the training center of Grupo

Q, participants learned about the basic theory of the 4x4 
vehicle. Leaning the types of the traction, such as FF, FR 
and 4WD, as well as capabilities and maneuvers of the off 
road vehicle helped the participants to deepen their 
understandings in a logical manner. Quick guide for the 
practical session on the following day was also explained.

Day 2, Practical session: At the 
suburban area of Tegucigalpa, 20-
minute drive by car, a dedicated 
course for this training session was 
set up. The course was designed to
be a real off road, with artificial holes, obstacles (logs over the 
road), puddles, uphill and downhill with extremely rough terrain 
conditions.

The session started from the walking track tour led by the 

trainer, by which road conditions and points to be considered 
were well explained prior to the actual driving session, so as to 
realize effective and of course safe practice.

Main focus was on how to use the transfer gear, 2H-4H-4L, 
HDC (Hill Decent Control) and Differential Lock depending on

the road surface and conditions. All the participants drove several different types of 
Nissan NP300 Frontier prepared for this session, manual/automatic transmission, 
double/single cabin, basic/high grade.

Event was wrapped up with great success and we believe this training contributes to 
their safety driving in the honorable operations.


